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ABSTRACT 

 

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources. The 

problem of ensuring the integrity of data storage in Cloud Computing is studied in this work. Public verifiability has been proposed to 

reduce the computational cost at user side during the integrity verification of data. Computational cost is too huge for the users with 
resource-constrained device which can be tackled using OPoR. The OPoR  is a new cloud storage scheme involving a cloud storage server 

and a cloud audit server. The cloud audit servers pre-process the data on behalf of the users before uploading the same to the cloud storage 

server and verify the data integrity. Thus heavy computation of the tag generation is outsourced to the cloud audit server and eliminates the 

involvement of users in the auditing and pre-processing phases using OPoR scheme. Proof of Retrievability is strengthened to support 

dynamic data operations and ensures security against reset attacks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing leads to data outsourcing. 

Client or the owner of the data moves its data to a 

third party cloud storage server which authentically 

stocks up the data with it and offer it back to the 

client whenever required. The storage of data needs 

the hardware to be updated frequently in order to 

give space to the large volume of data. In addition to 

data storage data maintenance also poses huge 

problem Storage outsourcing reduces the cost of 

storage, maintenance also assure a reliable storage of 

important data by keeping multiple copies of the data 

thereby reducing the chance of  losing data by 

hardware failures  

Many efforts have been made to design solutions 

that meet various requirements: high scheme 

efficiency, stateless verification, unbounded use of 

queries and Retrievability of data, etc. According to 

the role of the verifier in the model, all the schemes 

available fall into two categories: private verifiability 

and public verifiability. Although achieving higher 

efficiency, schemes with private verifiability impose 

computational burden on clients. On the other hand, 

public verifiability alleviates clients from performing 

a lot of computation for ensuring the integrity of data 

storage. To be specific, clients are able to delegate a 

third party to perform the verification without 

devotion of their computation resources. In the cloud, 

the clients may crash unexpectedly or cannot afford 

the overload of frequent integrity checks. Thus, it 

seems more rational and practical to equip the 

verification protocol with public verifiability, which 

is expected to play a more important role in 

achieving better efficiency for Cloud Computing. 

It is believed that supporting dynamic data 

operation is of great importance to the practical 

application of storage-outsourcing services. Using 

public verifiability and dynamic data operation 

support for cloud data storage, here a framework and 

an efficient construction for seamless integration of 

these two components in protocol design has been 

presented. Most of the existing works adopt weaker 

security models which usually do not consider reset 
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attack, which are triggered by cloud storage server in 

the upload phase to violate the soundness of the 

scheme. 

Currently no existing scheme simultaneously 

provides provable security and enjoys desirable 

efficiency which means no scheme can resist reset 

attacks while supporting public verifiability and 

dynamic data operation simultaneously. 

OPoR,a new PoR scheme with two Independent 

cloud servers. One server is for auditing and the 

other for data storage. The user is relieved from the 

computation of tax for files, i.e. outsourced to the 

cloud audit server. The files which are remotely 

stored in the cloud storage server or audited by the 

audit server. 

In the proposed model security against reset 

attacks has been enhanced. It is the first PoR model 

that considers reset attacks for cloud storage. 

Remote data integrity in the cloud storage has 

been ensured using an efficient verification scheme. 

This scheme is proved to support dynamic data 

operation and public verifiability simultaneously.  

 

II.Methodologies: 

A: Provable Data Possession Model: 

This Model ensures possession of files on 

untrusted storages. The first proof-storage that 

supports public verifiability has been proposed by 

PDP model. It utilizes RSA-based homomorphic tags 

for auditing outsourced data, so that a linear 

combination of file blocks can be aggregated in to a 

single block and verified using homomorphic 

property of RSA. In this approach, the data owner 

has to compute a large number of tags for the 

outsourced data that consist exponentiation and 

multiplication operations. Another drawback of this 

scheme is that dynamic data storage has not been 

considered. Later a dynamic version of the prior PDP 

scheme has been proposed where the system imposes 

a  priori bound on the number of queries and do not 

support fully dynamic data operations. Further 

researches have been made to propose dynamic data 

storage in distributed scenario, where the challenge-

response protocol determines both the data 

correctness and locate possible errors. This scheme 

also considered partial support for dynamic data 

operation. But in PDP model how to save storage 

space by de-duplication in cloud storage has been 

considered 

 

B: Proof of  Retrievability model: 

This model adopts spot -checking and error-

correcting codes to ensure both Possession and 

Retrievability of data files in archive service systems. 

Public verifiability is not supported in this scheme 

which forces data owner to make many 

computational efforts to generate tags for the 

outsourced data. An improved PoR scheme has been 

designed with public verifiability based on BLS 

signature. This scheme used publicly verifiable 

homomorphic authenticators which are built from 

BLS signatures. 

The PDP model has been extended to support 

provable updates to stored data files using rank based 

authenticated skip list and this scheme is fully 

dynamic version of the PDP solution 

An efficient remote data verification scheme for 

supporting public verifiability and fully dynamic data 

operations simultaneously for PoR systems is our 

proposed solution. Unlike the previous works users 

need not compute the tags for the data outsourced 

thereby reducing computational overheads at user 

side .A detailed security analysis and efficiency 

analysis has been presented in this scheme.

 

 
Fig. 1: Cloud data storage architecture  

 

III. Novel Approach To Data Integrity Proof : 
In this approach, the whole data need not be 

encrypted but only few bits of data are encrypted for 

each data block and considerably reduce the 

computing cost at user side. In this scheme, the 

verifier needs to store only a single cryptographic 

key - irrespective of the size of the data file F- and 

two functions which generate a random sequence. 
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The verifier preprocesses the file and appends some 

Meta data to the file and stores at the archive. Proof 

of data integrity protocol just checks the integrity of 

data i.e. if the data has been illegally modified or 

deleted. The client before sending its file F to store at 

the provider side, process it and create suitable meta 

data which is used in the later stage of verification. 

When checking for data integrity the client queries 

the cloud storage for suitable replies based on which 

it concludes the integrity of its data stored in the 

cloud. 

 

IV. Opor: Outsourced Proofs Of Retrievability: 

OPoR consists of a user and the data owner, who 

moves its data to a service provider and a new entity 

called the auditor which runs PoR with service 

provider on behalf of the user. It consists of five 

protocols Setup, Store, POR, CheckLog, and 

ProveLog.The difference is that the POR protocol 

not only outputs a decision on whether the POR has 

been correct, but also a log file. CheckLog procedure 

allows the user to check if the auditor did his job 

during the runtime of the OPOR Scheme. ProveLog 

procedure allows the auditor to prove that if some 

problems occur. 

The Setup Protocol: It generates for each of the 

different parties a public-private key pair. For each of 

the subsequent protocols and procedures that an 

involved party always uses as inputs its own secret 

key and the public keys of the other parties 

The Store Protocol: It takes the secret keys of 

the Parties and a file M from the user to be stored. 

The output needs to contain information that enables 

the execution of a POR protocol between auditor and 

the service provider on the one hand and enables the 

validation of the log files created by auditor on the 

other hand. 

The POR Protocol: The auditor and service 

provider run a PoR protocol to convince the auditor 

that file is still retrievable from the service provider 

The CheckLog Algorithm: It enables the user to 

audit the auditor. It is a deterministic algorithm 

which takes verification key and log files as input 

and gives binary values as output, indicating if the 

log file is correct or not 

The ProveLog Algorithm: It is a deterministic 

algorithm that complements the CheckLog procedure 

to ensure the correctness of the auditor in case of 

conflicts. It proves or disproves the honesty of 

auditor as it has access to the secret information of 

auditor. 

Security Model: Security is formalized using the 

notion of an extractor algorithm that is able to extract 

the file in interaction with the adversary. The prover 

convinces the verifier with a sufficient level of 

probability then the file is actually stored. OPoR 

should provide security to the auditor also unlike in 

traditional PoR schemes. 

 

V. Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing: 

The homomorphic non-linear authenticator with 

random masking technique is integrated in privacy 

preserving. The non-linear blocks in the server’s 

response is masked with randomness generated the 

server.TPA does not have all the required 

information to build up a correct group of non-linear 

equations. A public key based HLA is used to equip 

the presence of randomness. 

Periodic sampling audit make use of “Sampling” 

checking that greatly reduces the workload of audit 

services. This is preferred to realize the abnormality 

detection in a timely manner and rationally allocate 

resources. This algorithm relies on homomorphic 

properties to aggregate data and tags into a constant 

size response, which minimizes network 

communication. Using Periodic Sampling audits 

activities are efficiently scheduled in an audit period 

and a TPA needs merely access small portions of file 

to perform audit in each activity. Therefore, this 

method can detect the exceptions in time, and reduce 

the sampling numbers in each audit. 

 

Conclusion:  

In our proposed scheme, OPoR a trustworthy 

audit server is used to preprocess and upload on 

behalf of the users. Thus reduces the computation 

overhead significantly. Data integrity verification 

and updating the outsourced data is done by the 

client audit server. This approach enhances the 

security against reset attacks in the upload phase 

along with public verifiability and dynamic data 

operations 

Furthermore the proposed scheme can be 

enhanced to reduce the trust on the cloud audit server 

for more generic applications, security against reset 

attacks can be strengthened and efficient 

constructions for less storage and communication 

cost can be found. 

This paper put forward a scheme for data storage 

security verification based on third party in Cloud 

Computing to meet demand of user in data integrity, 

data confidentiality, data recovery and retrieval, 

credibility control of TPA 
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